together politically in the 1970s-their agendas are so disparate that Black women remain leery of White women's historic reproductive rights struggles:
The failure of the abortion rights campaign to conduct a historical self evaluation led to a dangerously superficial appraisal of Black people's suspicious attitudes toward birth control in general. Granted, when some Black people unhesitatingly equated birth control with genocide, it did appear to be an exaggerated-even paranoiac-reaction. Yet white abortion rights activists missed a profound message, for underlying these cries of genocide were important clues about the history of the birth control movement. This movement, for example, had been known to advocate involuntary sterilization-a racist form of mass "birth control." 2
Welfare Reform in the Neoliberal Era
With the media so closely associating Black women with the frightful drug and poverty "epidemics" sweeping the nation, the disdain for Black reproduction reaches astounding new heights in the late 1980s, as illustrated in table 14.2.
3 The climate is ripe for a new approach to welfare reform. This new assessment of an old issue moves beyond identifying Black women as the problem and blaming Black women for their 
